Portrait Guide

Your Family
Matters Most
.

Thank You
Thank you for taking the time to look through my
portrait guide. Joe & I, along with the rest of the crew
here at Myhre Studio, take great pride in the portraits
we create for families and children. I want you to
know that from the time you first call us to the time
you hang the finished portrait of your loved ones on
your wall, you will receive the small-town personal
service that has become so rare in this internet age.
You may walk in to the studio a stranger but you’ll
leave a friend.
As important as personal service is though, you have
to absolutely love the images I create of you and your
loved ones. Creating art portraits of families and
children is, well, an art form in itself. It’s a process
of juggling personalities, relationships and attitudes
along with composition, lighting and exposure; the
whole while not letting technical details get in the way
of creativity. I feel like Erich Brenn spinning plates on
the Ed Sullivan Show. Ed who you ask? Well, you’ll
just have to look it up on YouTube and find out what
I mean.
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You don’t have to take my word for it though. Take
a look through this portrait guide and judge for
yourself. I believe when you weigh the quality of the
images and the quality of the experience, you’ll find
that a Myhre Studio portrait should be your first and
only choice when considering portraits of your family
or children.

Jim Juhl,
Owner and Photographer
Myhre Studio
See more at www.MyhreStudio.com

Call toll free (888)514-9378
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Fr a m ed C o l l a ge s (A-C)

Bo o ks and Albums ( d)

Your favorite images in one masterful
work of art! Our matted and framed
collages showcase your favorite images of
your loved ones in a style that will suit
any décor. These one-of-a-kind designs
are custom made just for you with mat
color and texture that matches the style
of your portrait. Collages include a colorcoordinated double mat, your choice of
frame and come complete and ready to
hang on your wall.

There’s
no
better way to
show off how
proud you
are of your
loved ones
than a book
or an album
from your family portrait session. With
sizes perfect for your purse or attaché to
a coffee table sized album that will be
cherished for generations we have books
and albums for the most discerning taste.

A. Three Image Collage 15” x 30” starts
at $699
B. Three Image Collage 10” x 20” starts
at $499
C. Four or Nine Image Collage 20” x 20”
starts at $599
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The Designer Album is custom designed
for you with a mood, style and color tone
that matches your images, no two albums
are the same! The pages are printed on
art paper, laminated with a velvet-soft
protective coating and mounted to a rigid
“lay-flat” board for years of durability. The
custom designed cover comes with your
choice of a combination leather binding
and photo cover or a canvas-wrapped
photo cover.
• Designer Albums 10” x 10” start at
$1650 and include 30 to 75 images
• Books 4” x 5” or 5” x 7” and start at
$299 and include 10 to 40 images.

Holid a y C a r d s (e )
Spread the joy! Let your friends and
relatives see what an awesome family really
looks like. Let the creative folks at Myhre
put together a custom designed card
holiday card for you; one that will sure to
be cherished long after the holidays have
passed.
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• Cards start at $3.70 per card, come
in sets of 25 and come with matching
envelopes
See more at www.MyhreStudio.com
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In Their Own

Words
“Jim came to our house, worked well
with our People, Pets and Children
and took Memorable Pictures! You
really know how to get the attention
of dogs and children, we will work
on the adults for you for next time!”

We actually had fun during the
session. We all kind of dreaded
the sitting but it turned out to be a
very nice and positive experience.
Jim was very efficient and the time
went very quickly. We loved being
in our own backyard. The colors are
beautiful in the portrait. Everyone
of is satisfied with how we look and
with three women, that is saying
something!

Lona Klosterbuer

Angela Foerster
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“You have incredible patience and brought humor into
the session which helped us all relax.”

Becky and Chris Hein
See more at www.MyhreStudio.com
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“(Our session was) Fun! Jim allowed us to choose our
own outdoor photo sites (one of which involved wild
buffaloes!). He gave us wardrobe ideas that were very
helpful, especially with a large group. He works well
with all ages of clientele (from squirrelly little squirts
to old grandpa types who can be obnoxious). He’s
very professional, yet very down to earth and easy to
communicate with.”

Cindy Ausen Barnes
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Price Points
Designed to be a family heirloom, our portraits are
printed with the finest materials available. Standard
prints are coated with a protective finish and mounted
to pH balanced art board or foam board for archival
stability and resistance to attack by Frisbees and
footballs. Canvas prints are hand coated with a thick
laminate and then mounted to foam board or, in the
case of our gallery wraps, are stretched over 1-1/2 inch
stretcher bars so the print can wrap around the edge.

Wall portraits start at 16” and packages that include a
wall portrait come with a complimentary frame on the
largest size
• Portrait packages start at $399 and represent a 20%
savings.
• Gift sizes start at $99
• Wall Portraits start at $999
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Because of the different poses, expressions and beautiful
locations, clients interested in only a few gift portraits
spend $400-$800. Those interested in a wall portrait and
gift portraits spend $800 to $1200 or more. Clients who
want a Canvas Wall Portrait, a Framed Collage and an
album spend in excess of $3500.
We offer interest-free payment plans. Enjoy the portraits
you want and comfortably pay for them over time.

100%Guarantee

Satisfaction

Everything we create has a one hundred
percent satisfaction guarantee. If you’re
not thrilled with your portraits, we will
retake them or refund your money.
See more at www.MyhreStudio.com
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Reserve your Portrait Session!

CALL (888)514-9378 and anyone here
can answer your questions, and help
reserve a time that works best for you.
There are three things we’ll need to take
care of on this call:

session).

FIRST: We’ll make an appointment for
your portrait session that is good for you
and your family.

LASTLY: Because Jim’s creative time
is in such high demand, we ask for a
$200 refundable reservation deposit to
hold and confirm your appointment.
It’s entered as a credit to your account
and all of it will go toward your portrait
order.

SECOND: We’ll set up a second
appointment for you to return to view
your images and place your order
(usually set for about 10 days after your

Everything we do has a 100% Satisfaction
Guarantee—if for any reason you’re not
thrilled with your portraits, we’ll redo
them or refund your money; your choice.

(888)514-9378

MyhreStudio.com

Luverne, MN
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